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High-K quasiparticle structures in 159Er and 160Er
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Abstract. A series of new strongly coupled high−K, multi−quasiparticle structures have been observed
in the light erbium transitional nuclei, 159Er and 160Er. The interpretation of these bands is discussed
within the framework of the cranked shell model. These sequences, when taken together with the existing
quasiparticle excitations, form a near complete set of low−lying, multi−quasiparticle structures on which
a coherent series of aligned angular momentum, band crossing and blocking arguments can be based. The
measured B(M1)/B(E2) ratios are compared with geometrical calculations to test the proposed configura-
tion assignments.

PACS. 23.20.Lv Gamma transitions and level energies – 27.70.+q 150 ≤ A ≤ 189

The light rare-earth transitional region near N ≈ 90 was
one of the early testing grounds for the cranked shell model
[1−4]. The investigation of the behaviour of the observed
band structures with increasing rotational frequency, their
aligned angular momentum properties and the variety of
band crossings that occur helped place the cranked shell
model on a firm footing. In addition to the rich variety
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of band structures, the light A ≈ 160 Er nuclei form an
isotopic chain in which the highest−spin states in normal
deformed nuclei have been observed [5−10]. The majority
of the excited rotational bands that have been reported
are based on low−K quasineutron excitations. The present
work reports on the observation of six strongly–coupled
bands in 159Er and 160Er which are interpreted as being
based on high−K quasiparticle excitations. High−K struc-
tures have also been observed in 157Er [5], 158Er [12],
161Er [13], 162,163Er [14] and 164Er [15]. These bands,
when taken with the other quasiparticle structures ob-
served in 159Er and 160Er, represent a near complete set of
low lying quasiparticle excitations which provide a strin-
gent test of the cranked shell model. This enables the in-
vestigation and interpretation of many different quasipar-
ticle configurations from their alignment properties and
band crossings systematics.

High-spin states in 159Er and 160Er were populated
by the reaction 116Cd(48Ca,5n,4n)159,160Er at a beam en-
ergy of 215 MeV. The tandem Van de Graaff accelerator
at the Nuclear Structure Facility, Daresbury Laboratory
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Fig. 1. Partial level scheme
including the strongly–coupled
bands observed in 159Er. Ener-
gies are given in keV. Tentative
assignments are in parentheses

provided the beam. The target consisted of two stacked
thin foils of 116Cd, each of thickness 500µgcm−2. Gamma
rays were detected by the EUROGAM spectrometer [16,
17] with 44 escape-suppressed spectrometers [18]. A total
of 6.5 x 108 Compton suppressed coincident events were
collected with the trigger requirement that at least six
unsuppressed Ge detectors were in coincidence. After un-
packing the higher fold events, the data yielded a total
of 3.4 x 109 (γ3) suppressed coincidences. In the analysis
the (γ3) and (γ4) data were used to produce γ2 coinci-
dence matrices with one or two γ rays, respectively, being
used to select a particular structure of interest. In addi-
tion, γ3 cubes were created from all possible unpacked
triple coincidences and analysed using the software pack-
ages LEVIT8R [19] and Ana [20].

Figures 1 and 2 show the partial level schemes, in-
cluding the strongly–coupled bands and the yrast states,
in 159Er and 160Er, respectively. Figures 3 and 4 show
examples of the coincidence spectra for the strongly–cou-

pled bands in 159Er and 160Er, respectively. The strongly–
coupled bands are very weakly populated, being typically
≤2% of the strongest transition in each particular nucleus.
Also the decay path to the yrast states in most cases is
very fragmented. This makes their placement in the level
scheme very difficult. In addition, high−K structures are
expected to have hindered decays to the low−K yrast
structures, which may result in isomeric band heads. This
experiment used thin, unbacked targets and was therefore
not sensitive to isomeric decays. However, the firm con-
nection of the bands to the yrast states is not critical for
interpretation of the quasiparticle configurations for the
structures. It was not possible to obtain angular correla-
tion information from the data since the bands are too low
in intensity. States in band 1 in 159Er had previously been
assigned spin values [7] and these are used in figure 1. Spin
and parity assignments of the other bands are based on
systematics of quasiparticle structures in the region and
the suggested configuration assignments.
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Fig. 2. Partial level scheme including the strongly–
coupled bands observed in 160Er. Energies are given
in keV. Tentative assignments are in parentheses

Band 1 in 159Er has previously been observed [7] up to
spin 79

2 . Each signature has been extended to higher spin
by two transitions in this work. This band decays mainly
by the 1272 keV γ ray to the yrast 25

2

+ state. Several
other decays are known from this band to the yrast states,
see figure 1 and [7]. Bands 2 and 3 are observed for the
first time in this work. Band 2 has 7 transitions in each
signature and the data indicates that it decays mainly
to band 1, although the exact nature of this connection
could not be firmly established. Band 3 in 159Er has 8
transitions in one signature partner of the band and 11
in the other. Again, the details of the connection to the
known states could not be definitely established although
the data suggests that the bandhead is at low spin and
excitation energy in 159Er.

Three sequences, labelled band 1, 2 and 3, are observed
in 160Er for the first time in this work. Band 1 decays
mainly via a 1386 keV transition to the 6+ yrast state
and a 921 keV transition to the 8+ yrast state. It is as-
sumed, based on their relative intensity and high energy,
that these decays are stretched E1 transitions. Therefore,
the lowest state established in band 1 is (7−). This band
is populated by a further strongly–coupled band, band
2, which is tentatively established up to (38−). The de-
cay path connecting these two bands is very complex and
could not be definitely established. This arises since both

signatures experience a band crossing in this frequency
region which is interpreted as the i 13

2
AB neutron align-

ment (see discussion below). Band 3 comprises 11 in-band
decays in each signature and the data indicates that it
decays to the yrast states at spin ≈ 12-14h̄.

Figure 5 shows the alignment (as defined in [1,2]) as a
function of rotational frequency for the strongly–coupled
bands in 159Er and 160Er. For comparison, the alignment
for selected bands with well-established quasiparticle con-
figurations within these nuclei [4,8,9] are also shown. A
representative cranked shell model calculation for 160Er
can be found in [11] and a standard cranked shell model
analysis of the previously observed structures in 159Er
and 160Er can be found in refs. [4,8,9]. The rotational
frequencies of the observed gain in alignment for specific
quasineutron or quasiproton pairs in these or neighbour-
ing nuclei are also indicated. The quasiparticle labelling
scheme, based on the convention of reference [3], is given
in Table 1.

Harris reference parameters [21] of =0 = 32 MeV−1h̄2

and =1 = 34 MeV−3h̄4 have been chosen since these values
give a constant alignment for the positive-signature yrast
band in 157Ho above the first i13/2 (AB) neutron cross-
ing. In this configuration (ABBp) both the first (ApBp)
and second (BpCp) h11/2 proton crossings, and the second
(BC) and third (AD) i13/2 neutron crossings are blocked.
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Fig. 3. Transitions in coincidence with a band 1, b band 2 and
c band 3 in 159Er. Selected dipole transitions in the bands are
labelled by a ∗ and selected in−band quadrupole transitions by
their energy. The yrast states are indicated by the spin−parity
of the initial state. Transition energies are given in keV. The
spectra are generated by requiring relevant pairs of γ rays and
projecting out the resulting γ rays in coincidence

Therefore, this band is a good reference for discussing
the high-frequency behaviour of quasiparticle structures
in neighbouring Er nuclei. The investigation of the aligned
angular-momentum behaviour of the high−K bands, to-
gether with a knowledge of the high−K configurations ex-
pected near the Fermi surface in neighbouring 66Dy and
67Ho [22,24] nuclei enables specific quasiparticle configu-
rations to be assigned to the new Er high−K structures.

In this region of nuclei, excitations based on the
high−K, h 11

2
[505]11

2 neutron orbital (XY), have been ob-
served in both odd−N and even−N 64Gd [23] and 66Dy
[22] isotopes, 157Ho [24], 161Er [13] and 163Er [14].
It therefore seems reasonable that bands based on this
highly oblate orbital will be present in the lighter Er nu-
clei. However, the smaller deformation of the Er isotopes
compared with its lower Z neighbours [25] means that
such bands will be further from the yrast line and hence
of lower intensity, since this orbital moves away from the
Fermi surface with decreasing deformation. In neighbour-
ing odd−Z nuclei, strongly–coupled bands built on the π
h 11

2
[523] 7

2 (ApBp) and g 7
2
[404]7

2 (EpFp) orbitals are also
well established at the yrast line [24]. Any strongly–cou-
pled two quasiproton bands in Er nuclei may therefore be
expected to involve a quasiparticle excitation into both
of these orbitals. Due to the larger splitting between the
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Fig. 4. Transitions in coincidence with a the 1386 and 176
keV γ rays, b band 2 and c band 3 in 160Er. Selected dipole
transitions in the bands are labelled by a ∗ and selected in
band quadrupole transitions by their energy. The yrast states
are indicated by the spin-parity of the initial state. Transition
energies are given in keV. The spectra for bands 2 and 3 are
generated by requiring relevant pairs of γ rays and projecting
out the resulting γ rays in coincidence. Transitions in band 1
in coincidence with band 2 are denoted by © in (b)

two πh 11
2

signatures, the lowest energy strongly–coupled,
two quasiproton band is expected to have the configura-
tions ApEp and ApFp, subsequently labelled ApEp(Fp). A
detailed theoretical discussion of these quasiproton con-
figurations (excitation energies, deformations, alignments
and band crossing properties) calculated for 158Er, can be
found in [26].

Figure 5 shows that the alignment properties of the
three strongly–coupled bands in 159Er are quite different.
Band 1 starts with an initial additional alignment of ≈
2h̄ compared with the yrast (A) configuration. This band
does not undergo the first i 13

2
AB neutron alignment which

is established in the lowest energy negative parity band E
[4] at h̄ω ∼0.24 MeV. However, it does undergo an align-
ment at h̄ω ∼0.33 MeV which is interpreted as the BC
crossing. This crossing is well established in this region
(e.g. [23]). The band does not experience the ApBp cross-
ing at h̄ω ∼0.45 MeV. These facts are consistent with
the interpretation that band 1 is based on the configura-
tion A⊗ApEp(Fp) at low frequency and ABC⊗ApEp(Fp)
at high frequency. This is in agreement with the previous
assignment [7]. In the neighbouring nucleus 157Er one
strongly–coupled band has been observed and is also in-
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Fig. 5. Experimental alignments versus rotational frequency
h̄ω for bands in a 159Er and b 160Er. Selected bands of known
configuration are shown for comparison. The bands are labelled
at low frequency by their initial quasiparticle configuration and
band crossings are labelled at the appropriate rotational fre-
quencies. Harris parameters of =0 = 32 MeV−1h̄2 and =1 =
34 MeV−3h̄4 were used. Open and closed symbols denote the
opposite signatures

Table 1. Quasiparticle labelling scheme. π = parity and α =
signature

Label (π, α)n Nilsson quantum
numbers

at h̄ω = 0

Quasineutrons A (+,+1/2)1 i 13
2

[651] 3
2

B (+,−1/2)1 i 13
2

[651] 3
2

C (+,+1/2)2 i 13
2

[660] 1
2

D (+,−1/2)2 i 13
2

[660] 1
2

E (−,+1/2)1 h 9
2

[521] 3
2

F (−,−1/2)1 h 9
2

[521] 3
2

X (−,+1/2)2 h 11
2

[505] 11
2

Y (−,−1/2)2 h 11
2

[505] 11
2

Quasiprotons Ap (−,−1/2)1 h 11
2

[523] 7
2

Bp (−,+1/2)1 h 11
2

[523] 7
2

Ep (+,−1/2)1 g 7
2

[404] 7
2

Fp (+,+1/2)1 g 7
2

[404] 7
2

terpreted as having this configuration [5]. At the highest
frequency (h̄ω ∼ 0.56 MeV) both signatures show another
gain in alignment, which is interpreted as the start of the
alignment of the second pair of h 11

2
protons, namely BpCp

[27].
The fact that band 2 in 159Er has some initial cur-

vature and begins just below the known AB crossing fre-
quency suggests the band is at least a 3 quasiparticle band
involving the aligned AB neutron pair. This band does not
undergo the AB, BC or ApBp crossings. These alignment
properties suggest that this band has the configuration
EAB⊗ApEp(Fp). The difference in alignment, see Fig. 5,
between this band and the known EAB configuration is
the same as between band 1(A⊗ApEp(Fp)) and the yrast
band (A configuration). This serves as a check on the sug-
gested spin assignments.

Band 3 clearly experiences an alignment gain of ≈ 9h̄
at h̄ω ∼0.28 MeV. This is interpreted as the first i13/2 AB
neutron crossing. One signature of this band is observed
to high rotational frequency and at the highest frequency
(h̄ω ∼0.44 MeV) there is evidence for the start of a fur-
ther gain in alignment which is interpreted as the first h 11

2

(ApBp) proton crossing. These alignment properties are
consistent with this band being based on the ν h 11

2
[505] 11

2

orbital, X(Y), which has a bandhead energy of 428.8 keV
and lifetime 0.59µsec [28]. This long lifetime accounts for
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Table 2. Parameters used in calculation of B(M1)/B(E2) ratios in 159,160Er

Band Configuration Kπa) Ωπ1 i1 gΩ1 Ωπ2 i2 gΩ2 Ωπ3 i3 gΩ3 Ωπ4 i4 gΩ4

159Er Q0=6.5 eb gR=0.32
Band 1 A⊗ApEp 17/2− 7/2+ 0.5 0.64 7/2− 2.3 1.33 3/2+ 5.3 −0.26
Band 2 EAB⊗ApEp 17/2+ 7/2+ 0.5 0.64 7/2− 2.3 1.33 3/2− 1.9 −0.17 0 9.4 −0.26
Band 3 X(Y) 11/2− 11/2− 0.5 −0.24

160Er Q0=7.0 eb gR=0.32
Band 1 ApEp 7− 7/2+ 0.5 0.64 7/2− 2.3 1.33
Band 2 AB⊗ApEp 7− 7/2+ 0.5 0.64 7/2− 2.3 1.33 0 9.4 −0.26
Band 3 AE⊗ApEp 10+ 7/2+ 0.5 0.64 7/2− 2.3 1.33 3/2+ 5.3 −0.26 3/2− 1.9 −0.17

neutron crossings
AB 0 0 9.4 −0.26
BC 2+ 2+ 7.6 −0.26

a) K=
∑

i
Ωi

the non-observation of the bandhead decay in this exper-
iment. The AB neutron crossing observed in this band
(0.28 MeV) is at slightly higher frequency than that ob-
served in the negative parity band based on the ν [521]3

2
orbital, E (at 0.24 MeV) [4]. This would be expected be-
cause of the slightly higher deformation produced by the
hole in the oblate driving [505]11

2 orbital together with
configuration dependent pairing effects which both cause
a delayed crossing. This phenomenon was first discussed
by Garrett et al. [13].

In order to test the configuration assignments the ratio
of the reduced transition probabilities B(M1)/B(E2) can
be measured. These can be deduced from a measurement
of the (I→ I − 1) to (I→ I − 2) branching ratios within
the strongly–coupled bands. These ratios contain impor-
tant information on the configuration of the bands and the
band crossings that occur. Comparisons are made with the
theoretical predictions for specific configurations using the
semi-classical geometrical model [29,30]. The parameters
used in the B(M1)/BE2) calculations and a summary of
the configuration assignments are given in Table 2.

Figure 6 shows the experimentally extracted B(M1)/
B(E2) ratios for the strongly–coupled bands in 159Er. The
predictions for possible configurations in 159Er are shown.
The ν h 11

2
[505]11

2 X(Y) assignment to band 3 is confirmed
in this analysis and the configurations for bands 1 and 2
are consistent with the proposed assignments.

In 160Er, the three bands again have different align-
ment properties, see Fig. 5. The alignment properties
of band 2, including the fact that the BC crossing is
not observed, are consistent with a configuration of
AB⊗ApEp(Fp). This band decays directly to band 1, which
has an alignment of 2h̄. Band 1 is interpreted as having
the ApEp(Fp) configuration and the connection between
bands 1 and 2, which was observed but not firmly es-
tablished in the data, is interpreted as the AB neutron
crossing. A band based on the AX(Y) configuration is also
expected in 160Er and band 1 could be interpreted as this
configuration. Both of these suggested assignments have
a bandhead spin of 7, which is consistent with the low-
est spin state observed experimentally. However, the rela-
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Fig. 6. Experimental B(M1)/B(E2) ratios as a function of spin
for 159Er. Comparison is made with the theoretical predictions
for the proposed configurations using the geometrical model
[27,28]. The parameters used in the calculations are given in
Table 2

tively high B(M1)/B(E2) ratios measured for this band
are only consistent with the ApEp(Fp) assignment, see
Fig. 7. It is interesting to note that band 1 in 160Er is pro-
posed to have the same configuration as the 7− band in
164Er [15]. The bandhead of the latter is known to be iso-
meric with a half-life of 22.7 ns [15] and its decay mainly
proceeds via a high energy E1 transition (1371 keV) in a
similar way to that observed in 160Er (1386 keV). Assum-
ing that these transitions have equal strength the half-life
of the 7− state in 160Er can be estimated to be less than
18 ns, a limit which is consistent with the intensity flow
through the 7− state.
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Band 3 has a gain in alignment of ∼ 4−5h̄ at h̄ω ∼0.35
MeV which is interpreted as the BC neutron crossing.
In addition, the band does not undergo the ApBp cross-
ing which suggests that this band is based on the AE⊗
ApEp(Fp) configuration at low spin and the AEBC⊗
ApEp(Fp) at high spin. This is consistent with the as-
signed spins for the states in this band. The measured
B(M1)/B(E2) ratios for bands 2 and 3 are consistent with
the theoretical predictions for these configurations, see
Fig. 7.

In summary, six strongly–coupled bands have been ob-
served in 159Er and 160Er. These bands are interpreted as
being based on multi−quasiparticle excitations involving
the high−K, π g 7

2
[404]7

2 or ν h 11
2

[505]11
2 orbitals. The be-

haviour of these structures in terms of their alignment and
band crossing properties has been discussed and serves
as an excellent example of the application of the cranked
shell model to the understanding of the behaviour of high
spin nuclear states. In addition, these assignments have
been found to be in agreement with theoretical expecta-
tions of the measured B(M1)/B(E2) transition strength
ratios. It is interesting to note that other bands based
on configurations involving high−K orbits are expected
at slightly higher excitation energy in both nuclei. For
example, in 159Er the A⊗BpEp(Fp) configuration and in
160Er the AB⊗BpEp(Fp) and AX(Y) configurations are
expected. The new generation of gamma−ray spectrome-
ters should allow the observation of these excited config-
urations and fix those discussed in this work firmly into
the level schemes. Further studies of the residual inter-

actions between the quasiparticles could then be investi-
gated.
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